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Abstract—There is a growing realization that the expected fault
rates and energy dissipation stemming from increases in CMOS
integration will lead to the abandonment of traditional system reliability in favor of approaches that offer reliability to hardware-induced errors across the application, runtime support, architecture,
device and integrated-circuit (IC) layers. Commercial stakeholders
of multimedia stream processing (MSP) applications, such as information retrieval, stream mining systems, and high-throughput
image and video processing systems already feel the strain of inadequate system-level scaling and robustness under the always-increasing user demand. While such applications can tolerate certain
imprecision in their results, today’s MSP systems do not support
a systematic way to exploit this aspect for cross-layer system resilience. However, research is currently emerging that attempts to
utilize the error-tolerant nature of MSP applications for this purpose. This is achieved by modifications to all layers of the system
stack, from algorithms and software to the architecture and device
layer, and even the IC digital logic synthesis itself. Unlike conventional processing that aims for worst-case performance and accuracy guarantees, error-tolerant MSP attempts to provide guarantees for the expected performance and accuracy. In this paper we
review recent advances in this field from an MSP and a system
(layer-by-layer) perspective, and attempt to foresee some of the
components of future cross-layer error-tolerant system design that
may influence the multimedia and the general computing landscape within the next ten years.
Index Terms—Cross-layer system resilience, error-tolerant
multimedia, new computation paradigms, stochastic computing,
throughput-distortion computation.

I. INTRODUCTION
DVANCES in computer-based information processing
hinge on the premise of inexpensive doubling of the processing capability of microprocessors every 18 to 24 months
(Moore’s law). However, today it is widely acknowledged that
this is threatened by fundamental limitations of silicon-based
transistor integration that lead to excessive energy dissipation
and unacceptable fault rates for future microprocessors [1]–[5].
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In a last strive to avoid such limitations, the microprocessor
industry has extended conventional single-processor architectures to networks of processors (cores), ranging from 2 16
large cores (multicore) to 4096 small cores on a single integrated circuit die (manycore) [5]. This final attempt to sustain
computational information processing advances is, however,
not expected to be a panacea, as it significantly increases
interconnection and programming complexity, as well as the
energy consumption and fabrication costs [5]. It seems that R.
P. Feynman’s acclaimed “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”
philosophy1 is now in jeopardy for silicon CMOS technology.
As such, it becomes evident that we must look at applications
and their exact precision and resilience requirements in the
event that it shall become necessary to trade-off precision for
speed, energy consumption and resilience to computational
errors. Multimedia stream processing (MSP) is a particularly
pertinent class of applications for trading off precision for
increased system resilience and decreased utilization of system
resources. This is due to the inherent error-tolerant nature
of MSP applications, but also due to their significant computational and energy requirements stemming from today’s
high-volume data streams. Hence, by reversing the existing
scaling paradigm, a growing number of researchers investigate
whether there is “plenty of room at the top” of the system stack
for ultra-efficient, error-tolerant, MSP in multicore, manycore
and custom hardware platforms.
A. New Research Vision for Error-Tolerant MSP—An Analogy
to Signal Processing for Communications
Unlike the signal processing systems area, signal processing
for communications has reached a similar barrier early on: it was
discovered in the early 1960s that it is not physically (or economically) viable to amplify the transmission power of a wireless or wired communication system so that the received signal
would always be error free; instead, it was acknowledged that
transmission errors are not aberrations, but, rather, that they are
inherent to communications and must be treated as such. Thus,
all communications systems today are designed to withstand
certain error rates at all layers of the communication protocol
stack by introducing signal compression (to reduce the required
bandwidth) and redundancy (to alleviate transmission-channel
1R. P. Feynman, There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom; talk given on Dec.
29th, 1959 at the annual meeting of the American Physical Society at Caltech,
Pasadena, CA.
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algorithms [16], etc. Pictorial illustrations of how such applications fit the system overview of Fig. 1 are given in Fig. 2.
From a computational perspective it is almost easier to list the
multimedia applications that do not lend themselves to stream
processing, since so many are compatible with this paradigm.
Thus, it can be said that MSP systems are the backbone of our
digital society: from world-wide-web indexing to voice or action recognition and mobile media, MSP systems perform the
bulk of the operations required for these increasingly-complex
services in real time.
Fig. 1. Multimedia stream processing applications viewed from a system
perspective. Compute-intensive routines consist of digital signal processing
primitives (e.g., convolution, decomposition and template matching), linear
algebra routines (e.g., matrix multiplication, system inversion and matrix factorizations), data-dependent algorithms such as entropy coding or probability
table updates, etc.

impairments). The aim is to provide for graceful resilience and
performance scaling according to transmission rates and the tolerated signal distortion. Following this analogy, perhaps it is
time to consider computational multimedia stream processing
as a computation channel [6], [7] or as a stochastic computing
system [8], [9] optimizing for expected performance and not
for the worst case. Instead of solely striving for advances in
“channel quality” (i.e., increasing fault-free CMOS integration
and processor operating frequencies at substantial cost and complexity), we can instead design multimedia processing in software and hardware that can withstand certain error rates at all
layers of the system stack [1], [2], [4]. Similar to communications systems, the aim would be to obtain graceful and resilient
approximations of the output results with increased processing
(i.e., “channel”) resources. Owing to their potential error-tolerance capability, many multimedia stream processing applications currently have enormous scaling potential left unexploited
[1], [6]–[8], [10], [11].
B. Multimedia Stream Processing Systems and Applications
We define an MSP system as any system that organizes
an application into streams of data inputs (such as image
pixels, sensor measurements, web-page crawler results, etc.)
processed by numerical linear algebra and signal processing
routines. Stream processing routines (or “kernels”) are performance-critical functions that are restricted from arbitrary data
accesses except within their predefined inputs and outputs [12].
A general system overview of stream processing is shown in
Fig. 1. As indicated in the figure, the level of parallelism in
a practical implementation tends to increase for compute-intensive routines used within high-level routines. At the same
time, data movement increases substantially, thereby creating a
bottleneck in terms of energy consumption and cycles required
for data transfer to and from processing cores. Because of
this bottleneck and the fact that multimedia processing is, in
general, tolerant to imprecision, MSP presents a very important
class of applications amenable to resource-precision tradeoffs.
Examples of multimedia stream processing systems fitting
the schematic of Fig. 1 are: document retrieval engines [13],
multimedia low-level or high-level analysis [14], coding and visualization [15], computer graphics, games and computer vision

C. Error Tolerance in Multimedia Stream Processing Systems
All MSP applications aim for average error or mean squared
error guarantees against ground-truth or “oracle” systems rather
than worst case error. For example, all face recognition, machine learning and webpage ranking algorithms optimize for the
expected recall percentage (or percentage of misdetection/misclassification) against ground-truth results and not for the worstcase. Within commercial services (e.g., Google page ranking or
image search) individual users will not notice the occasional
degradation of the recall accuracy by a few percentile points,
but they will notice service interruptions due to system failure
or inadequate server capacity. In addition, most inputs in MSP
applications stem from imperfect sampling processes (audio/visual sensors, web-crawler data, etc.) and lossy signal compression performed for bandwidth reduction introduces further artifacts. Consequently, MSP systems today waste precious resources doing overly-precise calculations. This means that, in
return for throughput increase (in samples, queries, or measurements per second), many, if not most, MSP applications can accept graceful degradation in their results’ accuracy under stochastic performance guarantees.
Have precision vs. computation aspects been adequately exploited so far in systems? Current high-performance multicore
and manycore systems (aka “CPUs” and “GPUs”) do provide a
few data types that can be used to adjust data precision (i.e.,
8/16/32/64-bit integers and 16/32/64-bit floating-point representations). Moreover, within reconfigurable computing architectures based on field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), the
wordlength can be adjusted according to the algorithm specification [17], [18]. However, the problem of allocating optimal
wordlength per input data component, memory, and interconnect unit is known to be NP hard [17], [18] and one can only
provide for a static configuration (and precision) during runtime [17]. Thus, while the computing architecture can be configured for a specific algorithm [18], a completely new configuration will be required for a different algorithm (or, in most
cases, even for a different precision requirement). Importantly,
such a configuration cannot be calculated and applied dynamically, at runtime, without significant overhead. Even in software designs, where one could perform type conversions at runtime (e.g., 32-bit float to 16-bit signed int), such conversions are
prohibitively costly in SIMD (single-instruction-multiple-data)
CPU or GPU processing. Thus, all general-purpose hardware
and linear algebra and signal processing routines today are optimized for 32/64-bit floating-point.
This lack of runtime adaptability to the algorithmic precision
is now beginning to limit the scaling potential of such systems
quite severely, especially in view of the “power wall” problem
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Fig. 2. Multimedia stream processing applications viewed from a system perspective. Compute-intensive routines consist of digital signal processing primitives
(e.g., convolution, decomposition and template matching), linear algebra routines (e.g., matrix multiplication, system inversion and matrix factorizations), datadependent algorithms such as entropy coding or probability table updates, etc.

of CMOS technology [5], [11], [19]. Planet-level SP services
like Google, Facebook, Twitter & Amazon EC2 already feel the
strain of energy consumption and throughput limitation created
by millions of tasks per second. Faced with a 100-fold predicted
increase of processing volume within the next few years due to
new applications and new users, their only avenue for handling
such demand would be to utilize systematic approaches for precision/fault-tolerance/performance. This is also reflected in recent exascale computing studies, which state that, to achieve
the leap from petaFLOP to exaFLOP computing (from
to
operations per second) by 2020: “The [numerical] libraries must be able to find optimal mapping of the required
precision in terms of speed, precision, and energy usage”. and
“Ideally, the user could specify the required precision for the
result, and the algorithm would choose the best combination
of precision on the local hardware in order to achieve it. The
actual mechanics would be hidden from the user”. [[19], pp.
27, 31]. This critical aspect of dynamic precision adaptation
within MSP is prominently highlighted in this paper, and algorithm-oriented and systems-oriented possible solutions are reviewed in Sections II and III.
D. Paper Organization
In this paper we survey previous and on-going efforts for error
tolerance in multimedia systems with a view towards enabling
future high-performance multimedia systems to circumvent the
limitations of technology scaling. Section II takes an application-oriented approach and presents a review of existing work
on complexity-precision scaling and error tolerance in multimedia stream processing systems. In a complementary manner,
Section III takes a system-oriented view and presents some recent and emerging research efforts2 in all layers of the system
2This section also highlights related papers published in the same issue as this
overview paper.

stack, from high-performance software libraries to the hardware components layer. Section IV attempts to consolidate these
two viewpoints by highlighting possibilities for advanced multimedia computing systems that incorporate error tolerance both
for specific applications and for specific system layers in an integrated manner. Finally, Section V provides some concluding
remarks.
II. ERROR-TOLERANT MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS
FOR RESOURCE-DISTORTION ADAPTATION
In this section, we review multimedia applications and their
potential for tolerance to errors by the production of approximate results, either by component adaptation (e.g., changes in
the transform decomposition of a video coding system) or by
system-level resource-precision optimization. We separate the
discussion in three categories: (a) stream representation, analysis and coding; (b) information indexing and multimedia retrieval systems; (c) learning and recognition applications. These
three classes of applications encompass a wide range of MSP
systems used in practice.
A. Stream Representation, Analysis and Coding
These are applications that make heavy use of matrix multiplication, matrix-vector products, short-length convolution,
multidimensional transform decompositions, and data-dependent memory-intensive processing as their computationally-intensive kernels (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Examples are: transform
analysis and synthesis, motion estimation and compensation,
entropy encoding or decoding, graphics rendering and animation [15], [16], super-resolution and construction of large 3D
scenes from multiple views [20], etc.
1) General Theory: Pearl examined the notion of complexity for inexact computations [21] and established bounds
on the minimum complexity of assigning a number of distinct
calculations to a number of machines (or “computation units”)
under predetermined average distortion in the result. It is
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Fig. 3. Top: Conventional transform coding system; bottom: Reversal of quantization and transform leading to the utilization of a low-bitwidth integer transform and universal entropy coding.

shown that providing exact complexity estimates is hard as
both complexity and distortion are problem-dependent. For
example, in an approximate sorting algorithm that performs
swaps of two elements at each step, complexity can be defined
as the number of steps performed; at the same time, distortion
is “the damage incurred [to the application] by receiving the
partially sorted list [..] instead of the fully sorted one” [21].
On the other hand, when generating specified binary sequences
of finite length with sequential circuits (e.g., in the case of
channel decoding with the Vitterbi algorithm), complexity can
be defined as the number of states the machine must employ,
while distortion can be defined by the Hamming distance [21].
Pearl shows that complexity bounds of such problems depend
on the maximum number of possible assignments of tasks
to computation units, which is lower bounded via Shannon’s
rate-distortion function when computed on the input data.
This indicates that, asymptotically, both the complexity of a
computer program and its execution time vary according to
the rate-distortion function of the input stream to be processed.
This was indeed proven much later by Sow and Eleftheriadis
[22] under the assumption of an elementary computing system
(Turing machine). For systems aiming at signal representations,
denoising and coding, the investigation of links between the
rate-distortion and the complexity-distortion functions remains
an active area of research [23], [24].
Given that complexity bounds for Turing machine automata
under approximate results may not map well to real-world execution time complexity of a modern-day computing machine,
several authors proposed theoretical analysis for specific cases
of transforms decompositions in coding systems. Goyal and
Vetterli [25] investigated the relationship between scalar quantization and transform decompositions in coding of Gaussian
sources. Assuming signal-dependent optimal decompositions
(such as the Karhunen-Loeve transform) they show that, unlike the conventional design (Fig. 3), scalar quantization can
precede the transform, a bitplane quantizer can be employed
and, under a discrete approximation of the transform design
(i.e., integer-to-integer mapping), very similar rate-distortion
performance can be achieved even under the widely-used case
of scalar entropy coding. Moreover, the use of an integer-to-integer transform allows for complexity reduction because the
same entropy code can be used for all transform coefficients
and the wordlength used for the implementation can be reduced
significantly [26].
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Advanced aspects on reversing the order of quantization and
transform in analysis or coding systems were also investigated
independently by Nawab, Chandrakasan, et al. [27], [28], Andreopoulos et al. [29]–[31], and Lee et al. [32] with respect to
incremental (progressive) computation and fixed-quantization
for Fourier transforms and discrete wavelet transforms computations. Discretizing the input to the transform by processing
input images in a bitplane-by-bitplane manner has the advantage
that it can be computed using look-up tables or small-bitwidth
computations. This was proposed for the discrete cosine transforms (DCT) [33] and the discrete wavelet transform [29]. Such
approaches also have the advantage that each input layer can be
processed independently (thus introducing bit-level parallelism)
and computational faults introduced by the hardware can be addressed in an inherently layered manner by scheduling the most
significant bitplanes to the most reliable computational cores or
units [33]. In addition, the required quantization and transform
precision can be optimally adapted according to the energy consumption or complexity (computations) budget and the application’s precision profile [29], [32].
2) Rate-Distortion-Complexity Modeling of Multimedia
Analysis and Coding Systems: Beyond the interplay between
the quantization and the transform decomposition and its
impact in the rate-distortion-complexity (R-D-C) space, other
works investigated new representations that can enable scalable
R-D-C models of transform systems. For Fourier analysis,
Chen and Sundaram proposed the preprocessing of signals by
fixed polynomial basis functions followed by weighted Fourier
transforms of the pre-computer basis functions [34]. This enabled operational complexity-distortion points not achievable
by conventional fast Fourier transform (FFT) computations.
For R-D-C scalability of larger systems (e.g., an entire image
or video encoder or decoder), it was identified early on that
appropriate complexity metrics are required [35]–[38]. Rather
than focusing on execution time [39], task-specific complexity
metrics can be defined, such as the number of entropy coding
operations, the number of motion compensated prediction
operations and the number of symbol encoding or decoding
operations [35]–[38], [40]–[42]. These algorithm-specific metrics have been termed as generic complexity metrics (GCMs)
and their impact in real systems was defined as real complexity
metrics (RCMs) [35]. A particular algorithm and its realization
in software or hardware can be modeled with respect to its
GCMs and their mapping to RCMs. GCM decomposition
frameworks for the analysis of the operations performed for
a particular video encoding or decoding were proposed in
recent work [36]. For multi-view image coding and decoding
systems, GCM-alike complexity models and their mapping to
real complexity (in terms of time and memory usage) and the
corresponding rate-distortion (R-D) characteristics were proposed [40], [41]. The link between complexity metrics and data
flow models and directed acyclic graphs has been discussed in
the overview paper of Lee et al. [43]. Importantly, similar to
previous works, the authors highlight that R-D optimization is
only a subcase of the general R-D-C optimization problem of a
multimedia encoder or decoder.
3) Links to System-Level Complexity Adaptation and Complexity-Distortion Scalability: The R-D-C characteristics of
representation, analysis and coding systems for multimedia
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streams have also been studied from a practical standpoint.
Several authors proposed complexity profile measurement
of the video encoders and decoders embedded in real systems with the emphasis on creating a complexity verifier for
stream admission control or complexity-driven adaptation
[39], [44]–[46]. These are based on systematic measurements
of execution time with the usage of different parameters for
transform and analysis (motion estimation/compensation, deblocking) as well as different entropy coding modes. The key
idea behind these frameworks is adaptation, i.e., the flexible and
dynamic (runtime) reconfiguration of a multimedia analysis or
coding system. This is a very active area of research with work
on dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) for multimedia systems
[47]–[49], algorithmic modifications in computer graphics for
complexity scalability with approximate results [15], [16],
predictive energy-precision scalability [48], [50], [51] and
game-theoretic parameter R-D-C adaptation of video coding
systems [52]. Most research efforts in this area consider a few
tasks (e.g., decoding and inverse prediction of a few video
frames) and attempt to provide DVS for energy saving under
worst-case based or average based cycle prediction per task.
Given that multiple tasks can be performed at different precision and complexity (cycles) [47], [48], [51], R-D-C adaptation
can be achieved in this manner. Through the use of linear programming for the optimal scheduling of multiple multimedia
processing and decoding tasks under delay deadlines, a bound
has been derived recently on the optimal scheduling under
zero miss rate (i.e., all tasks finishing prior to their deadline)
and an on-line algorithm achieving performance very close to
the bound has been demonstrated for video coding based on
multi-level motion-compensated prediction [51].
B. Information Indexing and Multimedia Retrieval
The predominant computational kernels of this class of
multimedia stream processing algorithms include matrix and
vector products, singular value decomposition calculations,
linear solvers, template (or string) matching and distance metric
calculation, etc. Application examples utilizing such kernels
are: document clustering [53], multimedia retrieval engines
(such as images/video/music/forensic-indices/metadata-based
retrieval [54]), webpage ranking systems [13], etc. Given the
prevalence of such systems, significant emphasis has been
placed on their efficient parallelization of their computationally-intensive elements (kernels) in computer clusters or GPUs
[55].
By changing the overall design perspective of the indexing
and retrieval problem, distributed approaches for “approximately correct” indexing and retrieval with no single point
of failure have emerged3 [56]. The architecture of these approaches is inherently robust to computational errors or even
system crashes: a number of machines contain partial indexing
of the database of documents and they are queried randomly
or pseudorandomly. This provides approximate results with
the accuracy depending on the configuration of the nodes to
be queried and the number of results required per query. Thus,
such systems can be designed to have no single point of failure
[56].
3See

also http://yacy.net/ for an example open-source instantiation.
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Finally, concerning multimedia retrieval systems in particular, the survey of Datta et al. [57] points to various high-level
analysis and retrieval systems that are robust to noise in the
input data or in the calculated low-level feature points used for
matching and retrieval processes (e.g., corner and edge points
in images). Well known studies have already analyzed the resilience of low-level feature extraction to noise [58] and recent
work [59]–[61] has indicated significant complexity-precision
tradeoffs in feature extraction algorithms by incremental or
approximate computation of their computationally-intensive
kernels (transforms, distance metric calculations, matrix-vector
products) in space or frequency domain. Hence, one can
envisage that, subject to complexity and error tolerance constraints, systems that provide best-effort multimedia retrieval
will begin to emerge in the future. Concerning audio retrieval,
state-of-the-art approximate computation software designs for
convolution were proposed recently [7], and their coupling with
a music matching and an MPEG-7 descriptor system indicates
that near three-fold improvement of processing throughput can
be achieved with no effect in the precision of the analysis and
retrieval process.
C. Computationally-Intensive Learning and Recognition Tasks
The dominant computation kernels of this category are the
same as the ones of the previous subsection. Learning algorithms for large data sets have traditionally been known to be
robust to noise in the input or processed data [62]. Thus, the
scalability and robustness options provided by such systems are
inherently suitable for error-tolerant designs that adapt system
resources according to the desired precision. For example,
game-theoretic optimization of distributed classifier chains
under precision-complexity constraints was shown to achieve
significant resource-precision scalability for speaker recognition from voice recordings [63]. Asanovic et al. [64] and
Anastasia and Andreopoulos [6] demonstrated that back-propagation learning algorithms with matrix operations are robust
to significant noise levels in the performed computations.
Specifically, it has been found that back-propagation learning
can be implemented reliably, even when the update process is
converted from floating-point to 16-bit fixed-point representation [64], or to noisy computation by companding and packing
with (approximately) 24 dB signal-to-noise ratio (against the
single-precision floating-point results [6]). Since the latter
approach is an emerging approach proposed recently, it is
reviewed in more detail in the next section. Face recognition
by independent component analysis [65] or 2D principal component analysis [66] was also shown to be robust to amplitude
distortions [6] as long as the input image pixel’s phase remains
undistorted. Similarly, state-of-the-art object recognition in
scale-space representations [67] was shown to be very robust
even under amplitude changes and random noise insertion in
the input image data that reduces the input accuracy to less that
5 bits/pixel. From an implementation perspective, this indicates
that occasional memory read/write errors are not expected
to affect the performance of an object or face recognition
algorithm. However, errors in loop indexes that will distort the
order (i.e., phase) of the input data, as well as faults in loop
indexing variables, can have a severe effect in the recognition
performance. This means that for learning and recognition
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tasks, protecting the data-memory space using error control
coding (ECC) circuits is not important, as learning and recognition algorithms will scale their recognition rate gracefully in
the presence of data errors. However, protection of data loop
indexing and instruction memory variables is important as
errors in the algorithm flow could cause severe distortions.
III. SYSTEM-ORIENTED OVERVIEW OF ERROR-TOLERANT
MULTIMEDIA STREAM PROCESSING
Given the possibilities for resource/distortion scaling presented for the broad classes of multimedia stream processing
applications of the previous section, we elaborate on the different possibilities of practical system adjustment for resource
scaling and resilience under approximations of outputs or the
potential existence of processing errors stemming from the
software, scheduling, architecture, or hardware layers. Unlike the previous section that focused on particular classes of
multimedia stream processing algorithms, here we summarize
research advances in system layers, from the software layer to
the architecture, device and IC layers.
A. Advances in Approximate (Precision-Aware) Multimedia
Stream Processing Software Components
In the software layer, the de-facto standard libraries for highperformance MSP today are the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS), the Linear Algebra Package (LAPACK) and
digital signal processing or computer vision libraries. Several
optimized designs exist for these, focusing on single-instruction-multiple-data architectures (e.g., NAG, Goto [68], ATLAS,
Intel IPP, OpenCV, Matlab, and AMD ACML), manycore platforms (e.g., Matlab Parallel Computing Toolbox, PLASMA/
MAGMA [69]), and embedded processors (e.g., Eigen for ARM
Neon).
All high-performance realizations of MSP algorithms try
to make maximum usage of computational kernels of such
libraries to ensure their realization remains as modular and
highly-optimized as possible. This modularization also allows for automated design flows that can optimally select
hardware resources from a multi-component architecture for
data-dominated MSP algorithm flows [17], [18], [70]. Finally,
the importance of this modularization of algorithmic components into high-performance computational kernels of software
libraries is demonstrated by the recent definition of the reconfigurable video coding specification [71] within MPEG video
coding standards.
We first review conventional acceleration and fault-tolerance approaches and then present some emerging ideas on
throughput-distortion scaling of computation for linear algebra
operations that form the compute- and memory-intensive software kernels (primitives) of the error-tolerant MSP applications
of the previous section.
1) Acceleration Techniques and Conventional Fault Tolerance: Acceleration techniques for these libraries generally
follow two different approaches: tailoring and customizing the
computational routines to particular systems (e.g., to exploit
problem-specific sparsity for sparse linear solvers) [72], or
exploiting mixed precision for accelerated processing in certain
computations, e.g., for iterative linear solvers [73]. In both
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cases, notable accelerations have been reported via the use of
manycore platforms, hybrid multicore/manycore systems, or
reconfigurable systems [18]. State-of-the-art designs today use
Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) for multicore processors
and automated parallelization within the compilation and
scheduling, e.g., via the CUDA and OpenCL frameworks.
In terms of tolerance to hardware-induced errors, conventional fault tolerance techniques follow ECC approaches in software [74], [75] or hardware [55], [76]. These approaches create
redundant computations composed of mixtures of the existing
input data in a linear operation (e.g., matrix product or convolution) and form checkpoints from the redundant computations
in order to check the useful results for correctness using parity
bits or Hamming codes. They generally incur 70 150% performance penalty in terms of the achieved giga floating-point
operations per second (GFLOPS) [75], [76] and they can only
detect and correct a limited number of errors per computation,
typically one or two errors per input substream of data. Complementary to such general-purpose fault-tolerant approaches,
error tolerance in software or hardware for MSP was proposed
by Breuer, Ortega et al. [77]–[79] by exploiting the fact that
multimedia operations such as motion estimation and filtering
tend to create localized errors that can be masked from the user if
detected or treated properly. As an example, Chung and Ortega
[78] analyzed the motion estimation of an MPEG encoder based
on an RTL implementation of the algorithm and concluded that
most hardware-induced faults either did not create an error in the
output or they only led to bandwidth increases due to erroneous
motion vector estimation or redundant frame transmissions.
While these approaches for acceleration and error tolerance
are certainly encouraging, they still fail to capture the massive
parallelism offered by the hardware platforms themselves or,
for mixed-precision methods, the speed-vs.-accuracy trade-off
between single and double-precision floating point. In fact, it
is becoming all the more evident that massively parallel architectures today are significantly underutilized [80]. To quantify this, one can assess the efficiency of a particular computation via the peak performance figure of merit. Peak performance can be defined as the ratio between the practically-obtained processing throughput over the maximum-possible processing throughput for a particular SP algorithm on a given platform. While well-known linear algebra libraries today achieve
over 0.9 (or 90%) peak performance in single cores [68], this
figure is significantly lower for multicore and manycore processors. For example, the latest performance figures for manycore processors from NVIDIA indicate peak performance of
0.52 (52%) or less for basic matrix multiplication routines [80].
This means that (at least) 48% of the available processing cycles’ budget is wasted in data I/O between cores and memory,
cache misses and stall cycles. This substantial drop of peak performance illustrates the difficulty in exploiting multicore and
manycore processors to their limit.
2) Throughput-Distortion Computation via Adaptive Companding and Packing: Ideas have begun to emerge recently on
precision-adaptive MSP with respect to throughput-distortion
scaling of linear algebra and signal processing operations [6],
[7], [81]–[85]. Fig. 4 illustrates how such approaches fit within
the system overview of MSP applications of Fig. 1. The key
principle of such frameworks comprises two steps:
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• Compaction of inputs by quantization and packing or projection, prior to stream processing at each core. In this way
the core operation remains uninterrupted and any high-performance software or hardware library can be used for the
realization of the core processing.
• Extraction of the computed results to derive meaningful
approximations of the outputs.
Using these approaches, the precision can be controlled according to the desired acceleration. Since the process can be performed in software and does not break the regular data access
patterns or the memory-access locality of each operation, all
high-performance primitives of multicore/manycore processors
(e.g., SSE instructions and automated parallelization and scheduling in CUDA and OpenCL) can be used. Thus, significant acceleration or energy scaling can be obtained over state-of-the-art
MSP realizations with processing throughput that can significantly surpass 100% of the peak performance of a given platform with graceful degradation of precision. In the remainder
of this subsection we summarize recent advances on quantizedand-packed linear processing [6], [7], [81]–[84]. The reader is
also referred to the work of Borland and Constantinides in this
issue that focuses on scalable precision analysis and control [85]
for custom hardware realizations.
Packed linear image processing hinges on the idea that the
dynamic range of a 32-bit or 64-bit numerical representation
can be used for the concurrent calculation of multiple small-dynamic-range integer operations if the operands are positioned
(or “packed”) in such numerical representation with appropriate
spacing from each other [81], [82]. This has been proposed for
a variety of image processing operations such as bound estimation, image cross-correlation and orientation correlation [81],
[82], incremental image convolution and motion estimation
[30], integer block-transform decomposition [83] and integer
wavelet transforms [84]. If the linear operations are not mapping integers to integers, quantization can be applied prior to
packing [6], [7] which creates an inherent throughput-distortion
tradeoff in the performed linear operations, as explained in the
following.
Consider a linear operation op that can be applied to
input
data (e.g., image, video, audio, etc.) blocks
concurrently4
(with
,
), using operator matrix :

(1)
This can be a block transform decomposition/reconstruction,
or a convolution/cross-correlation operation using processing
kernel [81], [82]. In the general case of quantized (approximate) processing via packing [6], [7], the first step is to perform
companding, e.g.
(2)
,
are the companding coefficients (determined
where
based on the precision requirements of the application in
4The
input blocks can be parts of different images (or other media) that
are processed concurrently, or parts of the same image.
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question [6], [7]) and
rounds to the nearest integer.
Operational5 packing then forms a single block by:
(3)
an appropriate packing coefficient. Concurrent prowith
cessing of multiple inputs then takes place by
(4)
Considering the use of an operational real-number representation, such as single or double-precision floating point, the results
can be unpacked sequentially [81], [82]. First, all packed results
are shifted to the non-negative region of zero by:
(5)
with
,
the minimum possible
value of the results6 of (1) and the unit matrix (matrix of ones).
Each result is subsequently unpacked iteratively from
by
the following:
(6)
(7)
where
indicates the contents of
during the th unthe largest integer smaller or equal to . Finally,
packing and
the results are derived from
by offsetting to
their original range and performing inverse companding by (dequantization):
(8)
with
the inverse companding operator determined based
on the specifics of the linear operation performed. For example,
for the case of matrix multiplication [6] or convolution [7], i.e.,
or
respectively, we have (for
both):
. The execution time reduction for
(which
increasing distortion7 stems from increased values of
in turn is controlled by the companding coefficients
and ),
as more results are calculated concurrently—albeit at lower precision [6], [81]. Finally, while the packing approach illustrated
by (3)–(7) packs only the input blocks
, this has been extended recently to companding and packing of both operands
, and
[6], [7].
A conceptual illustration of how the floating-point representation noise affects the quantized-and-packed results of
(4) is given in Fig. 5. This noise is significantly amplified in
packed representations as the “lower” side result (multiplied by
) is in the decimal part of the number. This representation noise creates the notion of computational capacity in this
5The term operational refers to an algorithm or representation realizable by
a computer.
6The minimum and maximum possible values of the output can be calculated
a-priori for given op and , under the known dynamic range of the input.
7where

distortion is defined in the root sum-squared-error sense
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Fig. 4. General framework of throughput-distortion adaptation in MSP applications utilizing high-performance linear algebra and digital signal processing
software libraries [6], [7].
Fig. 6. Task concurrency and synchronization for the production of three
output results from three groups of streamed inputs (subtasks), following the
hierarchy of MSP system components of Fig. 1; (a) conventional SDF model
with fixed job cycles; (b) error-tolerant adaptive scheduling with multiple
cycles-distortion pairs.

Fig. 5. Conceptual example of the result of (4), with
.

packings and

approach [6]: for given quantization distortion, there is a limit
on the throughput increase achieved via increased packing (i.e.
increased values for , surpassing
shown in Fig. 5),
beyond which the distortion stemming from the floating-point
computation surpasses the companding-induced distortion.8
The interdependency between throughput and distortion and
the notion of computational capacity make this approach a
computation channel for linear signal processing operations.
Summary of results: Recent experiments [6] demonstrated
practical accelerations of up to 175% for approximate linear
convolution operations following the approach summarized
here, even against state-of-the-art realizations such as the Intel
IPP convolution library. Within the MSP frameworks of a
music matching system [54] and an MPEG-7 metadata calculation from audio streams, it was demonstrated that this leads
to virtually no effect on the applications’ precision [6]. Similarly, other experiments [7] show that the peak performance of
the generic matrix multiplication (GEMM) routine of BLAS
achieved on a multicore processor can be increased by up to
92% in comparison to the state-of-the-art double-precision
GEMM routine of the Goto library [68]. This leads to peak
performance of almost 180% for double-precision matrix multiplication under approximate results [6]. When tested within a
face recognition [66] and a metadata-based analysis system for
music recordings, this approach demonstrated that the accuracy
of the system remains virtually unaffected [6]. Such substantial
gains in throughput can be exchanged for fault tolerance using
the well-known methods outlined in Section III-A-1. In terms
of theoretical results, it was shown that an optimal coupling of
the quantization-induced and representation-induced (floating
8Or, equivalently: decreasing the companding distortion (by increasing the
companders) leads to increased noise stemming from the floating-point computations, as more space is needed to pack the quantized inputs and results (i.e.,
in Fig. 5 becomes smaller); thus, for each packing (i.e., acceleration) , there
is a limit on the quantization accuracy, beyond which the distortion stemming
from floating-point computation surpasses the quantization distortion.

point) noise exists for matrix multiplication operations of independent identically distributed input sources [6]; this results
in the maximum processing throughput under a predefined distortion for the output results (in SNR, versus the full-precision
results). It is expected that such a result could be extended to
broader classes of linear algebra operations.
B. Multicore and Manycore Scheduling and Runtime Support
for Multimedia Stream Processing
From the operating system’s and runtime support’s perspective, it is generally acknowledged [1]–[5], [86]–[88] that the
critical issues for the execution environment of Fig. 1 are:
• estimating the MSP time per core (of thread) for efficient
task allocation in a multicore/manycore environment;
• increasing job concurrency for MSP; and
• allowing for error tolerance and graceful degradation under
transient errors or core failures.
All three aspects can be assisted by a multicore/manycore
scheduling approach that encompasses the error-tolerant nature
of MSP applications and their software components. Conventional synchronous data flow (SDF) models [89] approach the
scheduling problem of multiple subtasks in multiple cores as
seen in Fig. 6(a). Each subtask of the three MSP tasks
,
[with
requiring an anticipated number of cycles
and
in the example of Fig. 6(a)], is statically scheduled in one of the available cores by, for example, following
round-robin scheduling, or allocation to the least-recently-used
core. Each subtask’s result is returned by each of the
cores
in the output data streams at time instants
. Synchronization
and combination of the subtasks takes place before returning
the final three results to the higher-level function. For example,
the input subtasks could be texture, motion-vector, and audio
decoding for a video decoding application. In this case, the
output results will need to be synchronized and combined
together to produce the three decoded audio and video frames
before being flushed to the video player thread for
display.
Conventional SDF scheduling for multi-stream processing
can be extended to decrease inter-thread dependencies (e.g., by
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duplicating some data structures accessed by multiple threads),
to replicate tasks of a different core if the current core finished its
execution flow and remains idle (for fault tolerance purposes),
to increase cache efficiency by increasing data locality (e.g.,
stripe-based processing in video frames), etc. The work of Li
et al. [90] comprises a good academic overview of such techniques within the context of video analysis and data mining
applications. Moreover, the MapReduce system proposed by
Google [88] provides the most prevalent practical system exemplifying such distributed, fault-tolerant scheduling. MapReduce performs massively parallel stream processing tasks over
computing clusters by splitting each input stream into multiple
pieces, assigning multiple map and reduce tasks to individual
workers (that are copies of the algorithm to be performed on
each piece) and producing the results of each task into distinct
output files [88]. The map functionality maintains the key/value
pairs that need to be maintained in memory in order for the compilation of the final results to be successful. The crucial aspects
that make MapReduce interesting are the massive scaling potential and the fact that it hides the details of parallelization,
fault tolerance, locality and load optimization from the user, thus
making it easy to use [88]. The inherently redundant and distributed nature of MapReduce allows for robustness to unequal
load balancing and network interruptions, as multiple copies and
multiple key/value pairs are kept in different parts of the computing cluster. This also makes the overall computation immune
to sporadic core failures.
Whether for a single computing cluster or for a set of clusters,
error-tolerant scheduling can encompass a significantly-higher
number of possible cycles’ budgets, characterized by vectors
, which are coupled with the corresponding expected distortion impact (indicated by vectors
) caused in the particular MSP element when the core processing utilizes a different cycle count. The variability in cycles-distortion operational points can occur due to: (i) hardware-induced errors; (ii)
the error-tolerance capabilities of the application itself; (iii) the
throughput-distortion scaling capabilities allowed by the signal
processing or linear algebra computational kernel as illustrated
in the previous subsection. This error-tolerant scheduling scenario is shown in Fig. 6(b). Depending on the particular core
configuration and the utilized cycles, the resulting output data
streams are produced at times
(that will be different from
the original times
) and will be synchronized and combined
(which are
together to return the final three results
potentially approximate, i.e.,
) to the higher-level MSP
routine.
Such error-tolerant scheduling creates a significantly-larger
exploration space where resilience-distortion-complexity tradeoffs can be formed based on the adopted scheduling approach.
We summarize here some of the recent work in this area. Liu
et al. investigated fault-generating processors under scheduling
with multiple possible voltage (frequency) levels for each core
[89]. It is shown that, despite being an NP-complete problem,
a near optimal scheduling solution (in terms of minimum energy efficiency and maximum resiliency to transient hardware
errors) can be accomplished in polynomial time. In this issue,
Mastronarde et al. [87] propose a dynamic scheduling solution based on the formulation of the scheduling problem as a
Markov decision process. Validation is performed by simula-
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tions with a multi-processor architecture that allows for dynamic power scaling. Leem et al. [91] propose the error-resilient system architecture (ERSA) framework for high error resilience to high-order bit errors in inputs of probabilistic clustering aimed at recognition and mining systems. Under robust
scheduling in a multicore environment, it is shown that ERSA
retains high accuracy even under very high error rates for the
input streams. Subramanyan et al. [92] propose error-tolerant
scheduling by extending the conventional concept of redundant
thread execution to include feedback from the leading thread
to the trailing thread. This means that the high parallelization
possible in modern multicore and manycore processor environments is used more efficiently since the overall execution of
the two threads remains robust to transient errors while the execution time is accelerated due to the collaborative exchange
of messages between the two threads executing the same MSP
algorithm. Liu et al. [89] propose to extend the error-tolerant
SDF model of Fig. 6(b) to include reconfiguration at the core
level itself, based on FPGA realizations. For correlated multistream processing, significant improvement in throughput per
unit-area of hardware is demonstrated against the static SDF
scheduling of Fig. 6(a). Finally, Anastasia and Andreopoulos
[31] demonstrate energy-distortion tradeoffs by combining incremental computation with time-driven execution via a control thread that terminates the execution of the multimedia processing thread once the allocated time (or number of cycles) has
been surpassed. Due to the inherent robustness of incremental
computation, graceful degradation is achieved in the output results even under aggressive scheduler-driven termination of the
execution with no performance penalty against the conventional
(non-incremental) computation of the MSP algorithm.
C. Error-Tolerant Architecture, Hardware Components and
Cross-Layer Reliability
Within system-level design, all conventional CMOS-based
technologies ensure that processor chips remain fault-free
during their lifetime. This has shaped the commonly accepted
notion of “digital” in applications as being “lossless”, despite the fact that: (i) all practical multimedia inputs (such as
image/video samples or other sensor-derived data) are approximations of the physical reality; (ii) perfect reliability (and
bit-level reproducibility of linear algebra routines) now comes
at considerable cost (chip designers today have highly-complex
fault detection mechanisms in their design and fabrication flows
[55]); and (iii) the fundamental scaling limitations of CMOS
technology will lead to significantly-increased fault rates for
SRAM and latch circuits below 22 nm [86]. For these reasons,
an emerging field of cross-layer system reliability research
[1] is now gaining significant traction. This concept distinguishes between error-tolerant and error-intolerant applications
(e.g., safety-critical applications). Errors can be controlled
at different layers of the system stack [93], [94], [95]. For
example, error detection can be entirely be implemented in
hardware while error recovery can done within a combined
hardware/architecture/application approach [95]. This has the
advantage of leveraging the energy and cycles’ overhead for the
detection and correction of hardware-induced errors between
the application, architecture and hardware component layers.
In such cases, chip-level or component-level error analysis and
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Fig. 7. A view of cross-layer resilience for system-on-chip design focusing
on throughput-energy-distortion (T-E-D) tradeoffs of MSP applications with a
cross-layer interface positioned at the SoC layer [94].

detection techniques, such as the important work of Nicolaidis
on soft error mitigation [95], [96], can be complemented with
recovery at the architecture and software level. Since it may
be prohibitively expensive to correct all errors, or many errors
may even have a benign effect on the multimedia application
[78], [94] or scheduling [92] (as indicated by the previous sections), it becomes imperative to create an intermediate control
plane where error reporting and mitigation decisions can take
place. Under this scenario, the error tolerance capability of
a system extends beyond a simple yes/no answer to whether
a system can completely recover from any combination of F
errors within a set of interconnected hardware components
[94]. Rather, designers are interested to know “how often” and
“under what scenarios” a system is not protected from errors
and, in the case of MSP systems, what is the impact of the
erroneous computations on the output multimedia streams.
Such a view of cross-layer resilience for system-on-chip
(SoC) design for throughput-energy-distortion (T-E-D) tradeoffs in MSP applications is shown in Fig. 7 (based on Carter
et al. [94]). The key differences between this stack and the
conventional system stack are: (i) the communication of expected application performance (in terms of T-E-D) from
the application to the operating system or scheduler; (ii) the
assumption of a cross-layer interface (CLI), positioned at the
SoC architecture layer, that propagates information on the detected hardware errors (and possible diagnostics and mitigation
techniques) from the lower layers (circuit and device layer) to
the higher layers (operating system and the application itself);
(iii) the ability to reconfigure hardware components and to
mitigate hardware failures in order to meet the expected T-E-D
performance. While still at a very early stage of development,
such approaches have shown initial promise for error-tolerant
systems [1]–[4], [86], [94].
A critical component of any CLI-based framework is the
error mitigation at the IP block and circuit and device layers.
To this end, previous work has focused on different techniques,
such as Markov random fields [97], stochastic processors [98],
stochastic logic [99], Razor [100], and space-time redundancy
techniques at the integrated circuit level [96]. Within this issue,
we refer the reader to two new contributions on error control
and error mitigation techniques [101], [102], ranging from
cross-layer techniques for protection of multimedia applications from soft errors, to reliable information processing under
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unreliable hardware via detection and estimation techniques.
Most of these techniques aim for deterministic detection of
“erroneous” outputs under the expectation of certain rates of
hardware-induced errors. This can be considered wasteful for
multimedia applications where the inputs are inherently noisy
and the targeted result of the application is a stochastic metric,
e.g., maximization of the expected signal-to-noise-ratio for
a coding system or the expected recall rate for a multimedia
retrieval application. A few notable exceptions that have
emerged in the last few years are: (i) the notion of stochastic
processors [8], [9], [98], (ii) variable-precision hardware [103]
or inexact design [93], [104] and (iii) stochastic logic [99]. In
the first case, the hardware is deliberately under-designed or
used beyond its safety margin via techniques such as voltage
overscaling in order to produce occasional errors that are
software-correctable. In the second case, arithmetic hardware
(typically multiply-accumulate units) is designed to have multiple precision levels [103]; alternatively, pruning techniques
(using heuristics) are derived in order to remove computational units (blocks) according to their expected impact in the
precision of the results [104]. In this way, errors affect the multimedia application in a controllable manner. In the last case,
the input is essentially represented by its probability encoding
(probability of appearance of a certain bit sequence) and the
resulting data-path synthesis for numerical computations is
altered to compute the probabilistic encoding of the output
under a given processing flow [99]. Such approaches form a
significant departure from conventional digital logic synthesis
and are particularly suitable for error-tolerant applications like
linear or polynomial computations (e.g., convolution) that are
common in multimedia signal processing.
IV. A UNIFIED VIEW OF ERROR-RESILIENT MULTIMEDIA
STREAM PROCESSING
Fig. 8 presents a speculation of how the different components identified for error tolerance and cross-layer mitigation of
hardware-induced errors could be consolidated in future MSP
system designs. A mixture of algorithmic, hardware and integration is expected to be required in order to create seamless
throughput-energy-distortion scalability in future error-tolerant
multimedia stream processing that may operate beyond the limitations of fault-free CMOS designs. Starting from algorithms
for multimedia processing, several approaches such as the ones
outlined in Section II and Section III-A could offer several advances (resource-distortion adaptation, approximate MSP and
result recovery under faults). Resilient scheduling approaches
and mitigation of core failures can incorporate some of the new
approaches outlined in Section III-B. Within the architecture
and the device layer, resilient memory designs with graceful
degradation under hardware-induced errors (via layers of ECC
protection) can offer prioritization for the components that need
high levels of resilience to soft errors while allowing for voltage
overscaling techniques to cause soft errors on memory components that do not store critically important data to the MSP application. Stochastic logic at the IC layer or stochastic computation can become a viable alternative for logic design flow in
error-tolerant applications, especially aiming for MSP applications with average error guarantees, such as multimedia analysis, indexing and retrieval systems. Finally, all such compo-
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components that offer error tolerance with controls that can be
tuned for resource-distortion tradeoffs within a (potentially)
noisy computing environment appears to be a very significant
research challenge for the multimedia systems community in
the next 10 years.
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